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Private ICDs start charging higher rates 

Owners of private inland container depots (ICDs) have begun realising increased charges for container handling

since Monday despite opposition from users who feared the cost of export and import would go up. On Monday

morning, the ICDs increased the charges for handling of export, import and empty containers by 20 to 25 percent.

But later in the evening, they revised the charges down to 12 percent upon request from Zulfiquer Aziz, chairman

of the Chittagong Port Authority (CPA). Earlier, the ICDs discarded their plan twice—on April 1 and August 1—to

raise the rates, because of the request and assurances from the shipping ministry and the CPA to bring a solution

soon. On August 2, the shipping secretary and the CPA chairman assured the owners of 19 ICDs of taking a decision

in this regard by August 25. Even after the expiry of the deadline, the ICD owners had waited two more weeks but

no solution was in sight which prompted them to begin charging at the increased rates. Nurul Qayyum Khan,

president of the Bangladesh Inland Container Depots Association (BICDA), said the CPA chairman had assured that

the tariff committee of the shipping ministry would review the charges soon. 
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https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/private-icds-start-charging-higher-rates-1802113

53 temporary chemical warehouses to be built in Tongi

The Cabinet Committee on Economic Affairs (CCEA) in a meeting on Wednesday approved a project for

construction of 53 temporary chemical warehouses in Tongi industrial area on an urgent basis for relocation of

private chemical stores from old Dhaka. Finance Minister AHM Mustafa Kamal presided over the meeting. Earlier,

the Executive Committee of National Economic Council (ECNEC) approved the project considering the emergency

of relocation of chemical stores from old Dhaka. Estimated cost of the project was set at Tk91.74 crore. The

Cabinet Committee on Government Purchase (CCGP) also cleared the project Wednesday. The project will be

implemented on some six (6) acres of land in Kathaldia Mouza in Tongi industrial area, Kamal told reporters during

a briefing after the meeting at the secretariat. The finance minister said the project’s procurement would follow

the Direct Purchase Method (DPM) under section 68 (1) of the Public Procurement Act 2006. The finance minister

said the project would be implemented with no delay as the government wanted no more casualty from fire

incidents in the coming days. “It will be implemented on an emergency basis,” Kamal said. On February 20, this

year, a fire that broke out in a private chemical store at Chawkbazar left some 81 people dead and several hundred

injured seriously. In 2010, another fire at Nimtoli  left some 120 people dead.

https://www.dhakatribune.com/business/2019/09/19/53-temporary-chemical-warehouses-to-be-

built-in-tongi
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http://www.newagebd.net/article/84959/stocks-keep-sinking-despite-adr-cut-kamals-

meeting

Monno under BSEC scanner 

The Bangladesh Securities and Exchange Commission (BSEC) yesterday asked Dhaka Stock Exchange (DSE) to

investigate alleged manipulation of stocks of Monno Jute Stafflers and Monno Ceramic Industries. The stock

market regulator also directed the Dhaka bourse to send the probe report on the two low-cap companies’ stocks

within the next 14 working days. The stocks of Monno Jute Stafflers rose 196 percent to Tk 2,032 in the last one

and a half months till September 11 while that of Monno Ceramic Industries 85 percent to Tk 237. The paid-up

capital of Monno Ceramic and Monno Jute is Tk 32 crore and Tk 2.07 crore respectively. The BSEC yesterday also

approved a proposal that seeks to issue floating rate subordinated bonds of Standard Bank worth Tk 500 crore. The

tenure of the fully redeemable non-convertible bonds will be of seven years. The fund will be raised to strengthen

the bank’s Tier 2 capital base. The offer price of the bonds will be Tk 1 crore per unit.

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/monno-under-bsec-scanner-1802116

Stocks keep sinking despite ADR cut, Kamal’s meeting

Dhaka stocks plunged to a 33-month low on Wednesday on panic selling as the latest government efforts to

stabilise the market failed to restore the investors’ confidence. Market operators said the Bangladesh Bank’s

decision to raise the banks’ advance deposit ratio and the finance minister AHM Mustafa Kamal’s meeting with

market regulators and stakeholders apparently put no positive impact on the market. DSEX, the prime index of

Dhaka Stock Exchange, lost 0.83 per cent, or 40.96 points, to close at 4,888.01 points on Wednesday after losing

30.74 points in the previous session. The index hit its lowest after December 12, 2016 when it was at 4,869.59

points. After a slight gain at the beginning on Wednesday, the market began to fall and descended more firmly as

the session progressed amid late hour selling pressure, market operators said. On Monday, Kamal held a meeting

with the market regulators and stakeholders to ensure them that the government would provide all supports for

the capital market development. 
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CIP status for 182 exporters, businesspeople 

The government yesterday bestowed the commercially important person (CIP) status on 182 exporters and

businesspeople in recognition of their stellar contribution to exports and trade for 2017. Of the recipients, 136

were given the cards in export category and 46 in trade category. The CIP cards given under the trade category are

for the president, vice-presidents and directors of the country’s apex trade body, the Federation of Bangladesh

Chambers of Commerce and Industry (FBCCI). The awardees represent diverse sectors such as jute and jute goods,

garment and textiles, leather and leather goods, fruits and vegetables, frozen fish, sea foods, processed and

agricultural foods, software and IT services, home textile, tea, engineering products, ships and yarn. Commerce

Minister Tipu Munshi handed over the cards to the awardees at a function jointly organised by the commerce

ministry and the Export Promotion Bureau at InterContinental Hotel in Dhaka.

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/cip-status-182-exporters-businesspeople-1802122
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http://www.newagebd.net/article/84956/sanofi-staff-rally-against-its-exit-plan

All TV channels on board Bangabandhu Satellite

The commercial potential of Bangabandhu Satellite–1 is finally coming into being more than a year after its launch

as all 34 local television channels are set to start commercial transmission through it from October 2. At present,

six of the 30 private channels -- Deepto TV, Somoy TV, Jamuna TV, Bijoy TV, Bangla TV and MY TV -- and the four

state-owned stations are broadcasting via the country’s lone satellite, which was launched into orbit on May 12 last

year under a project amounting to Tk 2,702 crore. The rest are doing test transmission from the satellite. Through

Bangabandhu Satellite–1 the channels are getting about 100 percent reception, whereas with the other options

the maximum signal strength is 85 percent, said Adar, also a broadcast operation and engineering consultant at

ATN News. To incentivise the local private channels to switch to Bangabandhu Satellite-1, its operator Bangladesh

Communication Satellite Company Ltd (BCSCL) is offering a discounted rate, said the company’s Chairman

Shahjahan Mahmood.

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/all-tv-channels-board-bangabandhu-satellite-

1802131

The long drawn-out conflict between the country’s top two mobile operators -- Grameenphone and Robi -- and the

telecom regulator over unpaid dues amounting to Tk 13,447 crore is finally heading towards an amicable

conclusion after Finance Minister AHM Mustafa Kamal stepped in. “We will resolve this within the next two-three

weeks,” Kamal told reporters in a press conference at his office. Kamal’s involvement came after he waded through 

the reasons for the ongoing slump of the stock market -- and the sinking stock price of Grameenphone, the largest

listed company by market capitalisation, was a major reason. In a span of five months Grameenphone’s share sank

30.70 percent to Tk 289, as its regulatory issues concerned investors. This prompted the finance minister to call a

meeting with Grameenphone Chief Executive Michel Foley yesterday. At the meeting, Foley informed Kamal that

the stock will continue to sink if its regulatory issues prolong.

Sanofi staff rally against its exit plan

Employees of Sanofi Bangladesh, a subsidiary of multinational pharmaceutical Sanofi, on Wednesday went out on

demonstration in front its office at Segunbagicha in Dhaka amid the company’s move to leave the country. During

the demonstration, the employees, mostly sales executives, of Sanofi Bangladesh locked the main gate of the

officer for an hour. A recent move of Sanofi to sell its stake in Sanofi Bangladesh, triggering fear of joblessness

among its official in an apprehension that the pharmaceutical company might face operation suspension or closure

after the departure of the MNC, the protesters said. Sanofi Bangladesh is a joint venture company where the

Bangladesh government holds 45.358 per cent stake, Bangladesh Chemical Industries Corporation’s 19.962 per

cent and industries ministry’s 25.396 per cent, and Sanofi holds rest 54.642 per cent. 
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Kamal steps in as mediator 

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/telecom/news/kamal-steps-mediator-1802125
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Bangladeshi products are drawing the attention of the visitors in the ‘Texworld Paris’, being held the French capital

from September 16 to 19. A total of 16 Bangladeshi apparel, fabric and leather garment manufacturers are taking

part in the four-day tradeshow, said a press release Dhaka. The Bangladeshi business firms are Evince Textile,

Momtex Expo, Regent Textile, Zaber and Zubair Fabrics, Argon Denims, Chittagong Denim Mills, NZ Denim, Ayesha

and Galeya Fashions, Fahim Apparels, Fashion group or S&S Swimwear Limited, GMS Composite Knitting Industries

Limited or Elham Sourcing, JM Knitwear, Pakiza Knit Composite Limited, Pacific Export & Euro Fashion Mart,

Synergies Sourcing and Toads Printing. Messe Frankfurt, a trade fair organizer, has organised the fair. Alongside the

exhibition, ‘Apparel Sourcing Paris’ are being held. The fair is displaying a global range of fashion products from the

major manufacturing countries, including Bangladesh, China, Cambodia, Korea, India, Indonesia, Sri Lanka, Taiwan,

Thailand, Turkey and Pakistan.
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Bangladesh leads world in green RMG production 

Bangladesh is now home to the highest number of platinum rated garment factories in the world, which portrays

the country’s strong footing in green production, a leader of the garment makers’ platform said yesterday. Twenty-

five Bangladeshi factories have achieved the highest certificate provided by the US Green Building Council (USGBC),

a Washington-based non-profit organisation that promotes sustainability in building design, construction and

operation. Six out of the top 10 LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) certified factories

worldwide are located in Bangladesh, said Faisal Samad, vice-president of the Bangladesh Garment Manufacturers

and Exporters Association (BGMEA). The data shows how Bangladeshi apparel units had recovered from the

disastrous Rana Plaza building collapse that took place in April 2013, he said. Samad spoke at an event on “green

financing for sustainable growth” at the Amari hotel in Dhaka organised by the Nordic Chamber of Commerce and

Industry in Bangladesh (NCCI). Currently, the total number of LEED certified green garment factories in Bangladesh

is 91, which is also the highest in the world, he said, adding that the number will cross 100 if the green structures

of other sectors are considered. 

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/bangladesh-leads-world-green-rmg-production-

1802119

Bangladeshi products attract visitors at ‘Texworld Paris’

http://m.theindependentbd.com/post/215901
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Fed loses control of its own interest rate as it cut rates — 'This just doesn't look good'

As the Fed was meeting to consider cutting interest rates, it lost control of the very benchmark rate that it

manages. It’s been a rough week in the overnight funding market, where interest rates temporarily spiked to as

high as 10% for some transactions Monday and Tuesday. The market is considered the basic plumbing for financial

markets, where banks who have a short-term need for cash come to fund themselves. The odd spike in rates

forced the Fed to jump in with money market operations aimed at reining them in, and after the second operation

Wednesday morning, it seemed to have calmed the market. The Fed announced a third operation for Thursday

morning. In a rare move, the Fed’s own benchmark fed funds target rate rose to 2.3% on Tuesday, above the target

range set when it cut rates at its last meeting in July. The target range was since cut by a quarter point Wednesday

to 1.75% to 2% from 2 to 2.25%. 

https://www.cnbc.com/2019/09/18/fed-loses-control-of-its-own-interest-rate-on-day-of-big-

decision-this-just-doesnt-look-good.html

US lawmakers urge Trump admn to restore India’s trade privileges

Forty-four members of the US Congress have urged President Donald Trump's trade representative to restore trade 

concessions to India, saying the withdrawal of the privilege had led to retaliatory tariffs from New Delhi which

were hurting US industry. In June, the United States ended its preferential trade treatment for India, removing it

from the Generalized System of Preferences (GSP) programme that allowed duty-free entry for up to $5.6 billion

worth of its annual exports to the United States. The elimination of GSP brought higher retaliatory tariffs from New

Delhi on 28 US products including almonds, apples and walnuts. In the letter addressed to United State Trade

Representative Robert Lighthizer and dated Sept. 17, the members of Congress said: "Just as US industries are

harmed by lack of fair and reciprocal access to India's market, American companies and workers also are harmed

by new tariffs due to the GSP termination." A lot of American jobs depend on the trade between India and the

United States, the US lawmakers said in the letter seen by Reuters.

http://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/trade-market/us-lawmakers-urge-trump-admn-to-restore-

indias-trade-privileges-1568828152

Huawei puts up $1.5b to attract developers in computing ecosystem push

Having mastered the communications side of the technology world with 5G and smartphones, Chinese telecoms

giant Huawei Technologies is committing US$1.5 billion as a first step to master the other side: computing. “We are

more and more aware that the world is composed of two fundamental technologies – connections and

computing,” Huawei’s deputy chairman Ken Hu Houkun said in Shenzhen on Wednesday, reports scmp.com. To tap

into that market, over the next five years the company will invest an additional US$1.5 billion in incentives to

expand its developer base from 1.3 million to 5 million to enable Huawei and its worldwide partners to come up

with the next generation of intelligent applications and solutions. Hu said part of the investment will be used to

establish an ecosystem for its Kunpeng series of server CPU chips which are aimed at meeting the general

computing needs of corporate customers.
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